A 108 year tradition of excellence meets contemporary technology:
Family-owned in Coplay, Pennsylvania, Ironton Telephone Company (parent of Ironton Global) was
founded in 1909. Since our humble days of having only 6 customers and 6 miles of open wire, Ironton
Telephone Company has evolved into a nationally recognized company and brand with services across the
globe.
From our traditional telephone services to our Next-Gen Cloud Communications solutions, customers
rave about our reliability, flexibility and quality. Our hallmarks of quality, affordability, and customer
excellence are always front and center.

For 108 years, Ironton Telephone Company has been known for offering the highest quality
telecommunications to exacting specifications. We have harnessed years of experience and sharpened our
expertise in product and service research and development. We have continually evolved our business in the
highly competitive world of telephony to offer all forms of communications, via our ILEC, CLEC, ISP, and ITSP.

Ironton Global customers and fans can find our products and services online 24/7 on our various
websites and social media pages, as well as through our dedicated agent/VAR channel, from coast to coast.
This social network is where thousands of “friends and fans” from around the globe gather and share their
experiences, learn about our new services, watch videos, and much, much more. We are the classic and
trusted telecommunications company, with a nod to contemporary and forward thinking, and built to the
highest standards (even rivaling the largest competitors), and with a touch of fun, our employees act as
ambassadors to inspire and cultivate relationships around the world. We hope you’ll join us on Twitter,
Facebook, Google+, and LinkedIn.
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No matter what, and no matter where our customers reside, our dedication to service excellence is
our top priority. Ironton Telephone Company has also expanded from its immediate territory to encompass
the entire nation with services from a subsidiary called IRONTON GLOBAL. The latter focuses now on cloud
technologies, SIP trunking and many other IP initiatives, designed to drive the next class of services to your
doorstep. However, with all the growth and changes, one thing that has never changed, is our sole focus on
customer service and support throughout over a century of technology changes. The dedicated and personal
customer relationships also drove demand. Our technicians, customer care staff, and back office teams are
true telecommunications “artists” whose canvas happens to be electronic phones and wire. Finally, the
service level to which we have become accustomed to must keep pace with our quality and relationship
commitments. We owe such longevity to our steadfast dedication to our ideas, our Ironton team, and of
course, to you, our loyal clients. As we move into the 108th year mark, I would like to re-affirm our
commitment to only offer the best in telecom products and services, engineered and installed with the utmost
of care, offered to our customers at a reasonable price and highest level of service. We are humbled to have
been such an integral part of so many of our customer’s lives; your trusted home phone line, fast and
dependable high speed internet, your rock solid business phone system, that next gen cloud communications
system loaded on your favorite tablet.
Thank you for your commitment to us and as we did back in 1909, we will continue to connect you to
the world.
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